The all-new 10th Gen Intel® Core™ processors are redefining what’s possible in a thin and light computer with a powerful combination of intelligent performance, best-in-class connectivity and stunning entertainment. Get the capabilities you want with two powerful platforms to choose from.

**ICE LAKE**

**Intuitive Experience and Intelligent Performance**

**WHY CHOOSE?**

- Thinner and sleeker systems requiring optimal CPU, graphics and media performance with built-in AI capabilities.
- Integrated with Wi-Fi 6 & Thunderbolt™ 3 with 4x more bandwidth vs USB 3.1.

**HOW TO IDENTIFY SKUs**

- Intel® Core™ Generation
- SKU Level
- Variations
- Line of Graphics
- Product Category

**EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF 10**

**ICE LAKE**

**WHY CHOOSE?**

- A productivity powerhouse with 6 cores that can stretch up to 16x faster overall performance and faster memory speeds.

**COMET LAKE**

**WHY CHOOSE?**

- Uncompromised productivity.
- Performance-optimized systems delivering optimal CPU performance for productivity on remarkably thin and light designs.

**ICE LAKE**

**HOW TO IDENTIFY SKUS**

- i7 - 10 65
- G7

**COMET LAKE**

**HOW TO IDENTIFY SKUS**

- i7 - 10 510 U

**HOW TO IDENTIFY SKUS**

- Identified with "i5" in the SKU Name, e.g.: "10510U" can be simplified as:
  - Core® Level: i5
  - Generation: 10
  - SKU: 510U
  - Product Category: U